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‘Gartner 13’ UTM maker adds WAF

Cyberoam - “Visionary” in Magic Quadrant for UTM - chooses webScurity

Minneapolis, MN – 7 MAR 2012 – webScurity Inc., pioneer of Web Application 
Firewall (WAF) solutions, announced release and initial sales of their 
webApp.secure™ technology – private labeled as Cyberoam WAF – now 
offered on Cyberoam® Unified Threat Management (UTM) appliances.

Cyberoam WAF leapfrogs other UTM makers with a multi-purpose security 
appliance able to recognize and repel a broader range of cyber attacks at 
network and web-application layers.

Commenting on their collaboration, Wayne Ziebarth, President of webScurity 
said, “We commend and congratulate Cyberoam on being first-to-market with 
a multi-purpose appliance with WAF on board. While other UTM makers 
struggle to protect customer websites from SQL Injection, Cross-site 
Scripting and other application-layer exploits, Cyberoam with 
webApp.secure delivers. We were pleased to be selected as WAF provider of 
choice.” 

Recounting the project genesis, Ziebarth continued, “We offer a unique WAF 
design, built on a positive-protection model with no signature tables needed, 
able to recognize and repel 99+% of application-layer attacks, easy 
deployment with a single click, have a small footprint with few – if any – false 
positives and priced right for SMB subscription model.”

He concluded, “Other UTM makers want to scratch the same itch. Their 
search ends here. We delivered. webApp.secure integrates with UTM 
hardware quickly and easily. It’s been vetted by a major international 
appliance maker, where testing “wowed” engineering. It’s a new revenue 
source for security sales personnel. It’s the perfect software complement for 
the UTM-maker community. Now we’ll all enjoy the rewards.”

In recent UTM research, Gartner Inc. identified 13 global UTM makers. 
Cyberoam was among the 13 and was positioned in the visionary quadrant of 
the “Magic Quadrant for Unified Threat Management” report. 
 
webScurity was founded in 2001 as a privately held, web application firewall 
creator and publisher based in the Twin Cities. Its client list includes financial 
institutions, higher education, State of Minnesota, private and public-sector 
organizations, hosting firms, web developers and UTM makers. 
webApp.secure has been protecting websites and applications since 2002.
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